
Race Committee Procedures 
 
Note- These procedures are a simple, step by step approach to assist 
in running a good race. Refer to the Race Regs found in Red Book 
for more details. 
 
Preparation- 
 
Racing cupboard- 
The cupboard is located under the bulletin board counter and the 
doors are locked. The key is behind a small wooden door on the wall 
above the phone with a combination lock. See race committee 
directors for combination. Take to the boat the following items- 
-Dinghy or Keel Clip board 
-Appropriate score sheet (dinghy, Wednesday night Keel or Distance 
Keel) 
-Red box containing keys 
-VHF hand held radio 
 
Note- Spare keys are on the key ring, use only if main key ring is 
missing and notify Race Director 
 
 
Race Committee Pontoon Boat- 
-The key for the gas shed is on the master key ring.  
-Ensure that one of the onboard spare gas tank is full. Once one tank 
is empty, switch hoses and notify a member of the Race Committee 
that it needs filling. 
-Unlock the boats from the dock with a club key. Unlock both 
equipment boxes (located onboard) Boxes contain life jackets and 
safety gear for the crash boat 
-Prepare marks. They may need inflating with the electric blower 
located under a seat. Ensure rodes and anchors are attached. 
-Turn on main electrical switch located under the rear seat. 
-Attach microphone to VHF 
-Load flags into appropriate tubes and attach to halyards 



 
Orange Zodiac- 
It is highly recommended that you take it out to assist in setting the 
course and Safety. The gas can is in the same gas shed. The motor 
has electric tilt. Ensure the proper safety items are on board and 
occupants wear PDFs 
 
Pontoon Engine Starting-  
Yamaha 40 hp 4 Stroke, uses straight gas from the jerry can marked 
’RC Boat’ 
-Connect the hose to the tank; squeeze the black bulb as required 
until firm. 
 
-Clip the safety shut off clip found on the end of the red key 
coil on the post found on the side of the control above the 
ignition switch. 
 
-Raise the grey idler lever so it makes a 45° angle  to the control box. 
-Insert key, push and turn to start engine. (pushing key inwards 
chokes engine) 
-Use idler lever (raise or lower) to control engine RPM when in 
neutral to warm up engine. 
-Throttle and forward/neutral/reverse lever is all in one. 
-Leave motor up when docked to prevent Zebra Mussels damaging 
the cooling system. 



 
Setting the course- 
Marks to port are recommended 
 
Course racing (Dinghies, Wednesday Series, Fall Regatta) 
-CYA flag hoisted on tall mast with red or green for marks to port or 
starboard 
-Pick type of course- 1,2, 3 or 4 and display the appropriate course 
sign on transom 
-Position boat and set anchor. Ensure lots of room for the planned 
windward mark away from lee shores and enough water leeward of 
boat for starting. Take boat out into gap for Keel Races to ensure 
good, steady wind. 
-Set the windward mark. Use the crash boat and the handheld radio.  
-From the pontoon boat, use a hand held flag or wooden cross with 
yarn to direct crash boat to ensure an upwind leg within 5 degrees. -
Set the wing mark if planning course 1 or 2 
-Set the Start / Finish line. Ensure it is square to the boot by using the 
wooden cross while aiming at the windward mark. It is preferred to 
skew the start line with the pin slightly ahead of ‘square' to alleviate 
congestion at the committee boat.  
The length of the line is calculated by taking the number of boats and 
multiplying 1-1\2 times the average length of boat. Longer is better 
than shorter, especially on windy nights. 
 
Distance races- 
Use M20 as the pin end of the starting line if stated in instructions. 
Skew start line where possible so not to favor one end on down wind 
starts. To finish, set mark opposite spit and take times from spit. 
Monitor Channel 14 on VHF 
 



 
 
Score Sheets- 
-The boat names and sail numbers should be already on the score 
sheets. If not, fill out the boat name, type , sail number and / or any 
other identifying markings and list under the A and B fleets. 
 
Count down- 
 
-Determine if separate starts for each fleet and note on score sheet. 
-Use 2 watches incase 1 is accidentally prematurely stopped 
-For multiple starts, first fleets start signal is the next fleets 5 minute 
warning. On Wednesday nights, B fleet starts ahead of A fleet 
 
Fly the postponement flag if you are not ready to start on time. 
Do not start the race early! 
 
Over Early- 
-It is the responsibility of race committee to call boats over early 
versus individual boats to protest. For Keel races, any boat over the 
line after the 1 minute horn (from when the P flag is lowered) must re 
round an end or be considered over early. If a boat is over early, 
immediately after the start, sound the horn with 1 blast, hoist the 
‘individual recall’ flag (blue and white ‘X’ flag) and hail the skipper by 
boat name or sail number. If too many boats are over early or you 
can not determine who may be over early due to boats blocking your 
view, Sound the horn and raise the General Recall Flag. 



 
Start Signals- 
 
 Using the following signals shall start races. Times shall be taken from the visual 
signals; the absence of a sound signal shall be disregarded. Starting signals for all races 
are as follows: 
 
Time to start Signal Flag Direction Sound 
6 min 
 
5 min. 

pre warning 
 
warning 

none 
 
Class Flag 
A Fleet- Purple 
B Fleet- Yellow 

 
 
up 

3 short horn 
blasts 
 
horn blast 

     
4 min. preparatory P Flag 

(Blue with 
white square)  
 

up horn blast 
 

1 min.  P Flag 
(Blue with 
white square) 
 

down long horn blast 
 

*0 start Class flag 
Next class flag 

down 
up 

horn blast 

 
*The warning signal for the 2nd Fleet (if planned) is the same time as the start of the 
previous fleet 
 
Notes- 
 
A Fleet-  Purple Flag 
B Fleet-  Yellow Flag 
C Fleet-  Orange Flag 
Dinghies-  Orange Flag 
 
Wednesday Night Keel Races- A Fleet and B Fleet have separate starts 
Distance Races- Number of starts to be determined at the skipper’s meeting 
Dinghy Races- 1 start only 
 
General Recall- 
If there is a general recall in the first fleet, the second fleet starting sequence commences 
at the same 5-minute mark from the first fleet’s warning. The recalled fleet’s starting 
sequence then commences at the second fleet’s start.  



 
Shorten course- 
-Watch for either decreasing wind or too long of a course. Sound 2 
beeps of the horn and fly the shorten course flag. This must be done 
prior to any boat of any fleet rounding the last windward mark. Use 
the Inflatable and hand held flag for notice if the boats have past the 
committee boat. 
-Both A and B fleets must count. One fleet can not finish while 
another does. 
 
Finishing boats- 
Score clock time on sheets- do not adjust for actual time as computer 
program adjusts for it.  
Ensure times are legible and use the comment column if clarification 
is needed. 
 
Wrap up- 
Remove and stow flags, course sign, marks, rodes 
Tilt up motor and turn off main power switch 
-lock cabinets, boat to dock, secure lines, return gas cans to shed 
and lock. 
-return red box to cabinet and hand held VHF to charger stand 
-Leave score sheets on clipboard in cabinet 
-note any requirements or repairs needed on score sheets. 
 
 


